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Kuwait expects oil 
prices to rise

Peugeot to build 
Morocco auto 
plant

UAE expects 
strong economic 
growth

Oil prices are expected to extend a 
rebound thanks to improved global 
growth, a drop in stockpiles and 
fewer drilling rigs, Kuwaiti Oil Min-
ister Ali al-Omair said.

“We have reached a stage where a 
drop in oil prices is unlikely,” he said 
in a report published by the official 
KUNA news agency.

The Organisation of the Petro-
leum Exporting Countries (OPEC), 
which in June left its output target 
unchanged, has seen a decline in 
excess crude supply in the interna-
tional market, which will push pric-
es up, Omair said.

There has also been a drop in rig 
count and crude inventories, he 
added.

As a result of a production glut 
and a weak global economy, crude 
prices plummeted more than 60% 
from June 2014 to January before 
recovering part of the losses. Prices 
have recovered to about $65 a barrel 
for Brent crude.

Kuwait, a member of OPEC, 
pumps about 2.8 million barrels of 
oil a day.
(Agence France-Presse)

French automotive giant PSA 
Peugeot Citroen said it will build a 
$626 million automobile factory in 
Morocco with an annual production 
capacity of 90,000 units. The plant, 
due to open in 2019 north of Rabat, 
will cater for “the needs of the re-
gion and of Moroccan customers”, a 
statement said.

The group said the plant “will by 
2019 assemble engines and vehicles 
in the B and C segments” — compact 
and mid-sized cars, the mainstay of 
Morocco’s automobile industry.

“With a capacity of 90,000 en-
gines and vehicles to begin with, 
this industrial unit will eventually 
produce 200,000 units a year, when 
demand requires,” it said. Industry 
Minister Moulay Hafid El Alamy said 
the new factory would create 4,500 
full-time and provide indirect em-
ployment for up to 20,000 workers.
(Agence France-Presse)

The United Arab Emirates expects 
strong growth in 2015 after its oil-rich 
economy expanded 4.6% in 2014, 
Prime Minister Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Rashid al-Maktoum said.

“We expect to continue to achieve 
strong growth in 2015,” Sheikh Mo-
hammed, who is also the ruler of 
Dubai, said in a note on the state of 
the UAE economy issued June 20th.

He said the non-oil sector experi-
enced positive growth in first quar-
ter and highlighted a “continuing 
rise in government spending and the 
increase in government and private 
capital”.

Sheikh Mohammed stressed that 
the UAE, which is the world’s sixth-
largest producer of crude oil, would 
“adhere to its long-term strategy to 
diversify its national economy”.

He noted that the non-oil sector 
grew 8.1% in 2014 and that its contri-
bution to the economy had reached 
68.6%.

The financial sector posted a gain 
of 15% in 2014, while tourism con-
tinued to grow with some 20 million 
tourists visiting the country, he said.

The fourth largest OPEC supplier 
was hit hard by the global financial 
crisis, strongly dampening economic 
growth, which averaged 1.5% a year 
from 2007 through 2011.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Palestinians turning to fish farming

In 2014, fish farms produced 220 tons.

Saudi stock exchange opens
for foreign investors
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

D
espite a lukewarm start, 
analysts say they are op-
timistic about the long-
term prospects of Saudi 
Arabia allowing direct 

foreign investment in the Middle 
East’s biggest stock exchange, Tad-
awul.

The June 15th opening comes 
when the kingdom is seeking an 
economic boost amid low oil prices 
and a war in neighbouring Yemen.

At the end of the first day of trad-
ing, however, the capital expected 
to be generated had not material-
ised, with foreign investors pur-
chasing shares in just five of the 
kingdom’s publicly traded firms. 
Analysts attributed the slow start 
to numerous restrictions, designed 
to keep out small-time investors, 
set by Saudi Arabia’s Capital Market 
Authority (CMA).

The kingdom’s regulator limited 
access to institutional investors 
with minimum assets of $5 billion. 
Qualified Foreign Investors (QFI) 
must be approved and licensed by 
the CMA.

Additional restrictions include a 
5% cap on ownership of any com-
pany’s stock by a foreign investor 
and a maximum of 20% ownership 
by all QFIs and their clients, who 
also have to be approved by the 
CMA, while foreign ownership of 
any company cannot exceed 49%.

These conditions were met with 
a wait-and-see approach by some, 
while other potential investors 
were simply locked out administra-
tively, with the Wall Street Journal 
reporting: “Some institutions that 
applied for a license from the Saudi 
market regulator to buy shares have 
yet to get one, while many others 
just stayed away on valuation con-
cerns. A lack of clarity over some of 
the new rules was also a hindrance.”

However, analysts told The Arab 

Weekly the restrictions should not 
be viewed as a long-term problem 
for the Saudi stock market and po-
tential investors.

“If you look at the overall own-
ership in the Saudi market, the 
amount or the percentages owned 
by foreign investors is low; even 
within these limits, there is a lot 
of room available before it really 
becomes an issue,” said Sachin Mo-
hindra, a portfolio manager at Abu 
Dhabi-based Invest AD.

“This is like a work in progress 
for Saudi regulators, and probably 
we will see some gradual liberalisa-
tion. But for now, even in the me-
dium term, yes, there are limits, 
but the overall foreign ownership 
in the Saudi market is so low that it 
should not be a matter of concern, 
as of now.”

Mohindra went on to say that 
most emerging markets would have 
limits on foreign ownership, how-
ever, Saudi regulators included a 
10% cap on total foreign ownership 
of its market. 

“I can only presume that this is 
a part of the gradual process, and 
they (CMA) are probably trying to 
prevent volatile money from com-
ing into the market,” he said.

Saudi market watchers see the 
move as a step in establishing the 
kingdom as a major global capital 
market with some estimating that 
foreign investment in Tadawul 
could reach $40 billion-$50 billion, 
while also improving transparency 
and accountability of publicly trad-
ed Saudi firms.

“One of the biggest benefits of 
this move is that Saudi companies 
on the Tadawul Index will get a 
monetary boost from foreign in-
vestors,” said Saad al-Zahrani, a 
Jeddah-based stockbroker. “This 
would particularly help non-energy 
firms to grow if they are seen as an 
attractive investment and in the 
long run could help diversify the 
economy.”

Al-Zahrani added that tying the 
opening of Tadawul to foreign in-
vestment to falling oil prices would 
be inaccurate because this step was 
years in the making, adding, “How-
ever, you can say that the timing is 
economically beneficial.” Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer of the Saudi Stock 
Exchange Adel al-Ghamdi on the 
first day of trading said he expected 
the first Qualified Investor Licence 
to be awarded straight away and 
that rules on who could get them 

would evolve regularly.
“We have six applications under 

process from very large institu-
tions. 

The first transaction from a quali-
fied foreign investor will actually 
take place today,” he said on June 
15th.

“As we evolve, there might be a 
spike of involvement from foreign 
investors over the next two or three 
months, but that will stabilise as we 
go forward.”

Valued at more than $585 billion, 
Tadawul has the largest market 
capitalisation in the Gulf region, 
comfortably ahead of the UAE’s, 
which is valued at $245 billion and 
Qatar’s market capitalisation of 
$200 billion. Global index provider 
MSCI said in June it would seek 
feedback on the market’s accessi-
bility before considering Tadawul 
for inclusion in the MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index.

Tadawul Saudi Stock Exchange, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Saudi companies on 
the Tadawul Index 
will get a monetary 
boost from foreign 
investors

Khan Younis

T 

he Gaza Strip, with a 
40-kilometre Mediter-
ranean coastline, was 
always known for its sea-
food until Israel restricted 

the fishing area. As a result, Pales-
tinians have begun importing fish 
and other seafood from Israel or 
Egypt and building fish farms.

Israel imposed a blockade on 
Gaza in 2006, after Hamas militants 
captured an Israeli soldier, and 
tightened the closure the following 
year after Hamas seized control of 
the territory.

Israel says the restrictions are 

needed to prevent Hamas, a mili-
tant group sworn to Israel’s destruc-
tion, from smuggling weapons. The 
sides have fought three wars since 
the Hamas takeover.

At times of heightened tensions, 
the fishing zone was barely 3 nau-
tical miles. Today, it is 6 miles, still 
half of the pre-blockade distance.

Fish farms have helped bring 
down prices of the popular sea 
bream. But another popular item, 
shrimp, remains extremely expen-
sive, costing up to $25 a kilogram.

Rezek al-Salmi, who worked at an 
Israeli fishery for 20 years, is trying 
to change this. He has built Gaza’s 
first shrimp farm in Khan Younis in 

southern Gaza. In 2014, Gaza fisher-
men caught only 2 tons of fish from 
the sea, meeting a small fraction of 
Gaza’s needs, said Walid Thabet of 
Gaza’s Agriculture Ministry. 

There are four commercial fish 
farms in Gaza, most of them pro-
ducing bream. In 2014, fish farms 
produced 220 tons, Thabet said. 
Other fish is imported from Israel.

Fish Fresh, the largest grower of 
bream in Gaza, serves individual 

buyers and restaurants. “This place 
is a wonderful alternative to the sea 
for fresh fish,” customer Ibrahim 
Moussa said.

Rafah restaurant owner Abu el-
Amir Zurob said rough seas can 
limit catches. 

“Sometimes there is no fish for 
five days, so there is nothing but 
these farms to get the fish. They 
helped us so much,” he said. But 
not everyone is welcoming the 
farms. 

“When there is a lot of fish, when 
the farms produce so much, its 
price goes down,” said Sami al-Hes-
si, a fisherman.
(The Associated Press)

There are four 
commercial fish 
farms in Gaza

Valued at more than 
$585 billion, 
Tadawul has the 
largest market 
capitalisation in the 
Gulf region


